
Memo
To: iShoot Club Admin Users

From: Clark Hartness

CC:

Date: Apr 26, 2020

Subject: Updated SO Long-Run Posting

The Club Shoot-Offs section has been broken into 2 major sections.

• Post 
• Repost

As the overall ishoot admin selects shoot-offs for the event, the club admins can start to assign fields,
plan and have shoot-offs as facilities are available and post shoot-offs by first clicking on the “Club Shoot-
Offs” link and then the “Post <Event>-<Gauge> (Post 2-20 in this example.  This will build a view of the
current Club's shoot-offs.

Start by clicking on the “Assign Field” link for any shoot-off on this page to set the field and squad.
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The assigned field number must be changed from the default 0 to mark the shoot-off for iShoot to send a
shoot-off text alert.

Once the field and squads are set, click the Submit Fields and Squads button.  This example uses 2 fields
with 100s on one field one and 99s and 98s on the field two.
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Now upon returning to “Club Shoot-Offs – Post 2-20” the FIELD/SQD column is populated and Print
Score-sheet links are available for the SO Squads.

Selecting SO fields is very dependent on club resources and the particular event at hand.  Often, iShoot
admins my well put all the shoot-offs on one field since shooters shooting through multiple misses and
competing  agains shooters  who are likely  at  other  clubs.   The default  sorting  supports  this  splitting
shooters by Score and Class.  The iShoot shoot-off score-sheets allow 18 shooters of one score, example
18 scores of 100, per sheet.  However, as different scores are added to a sheet the number off shooters
on a sheet is reduced by adding score break lines.  As an example, if a scoresheet has 100s, 99s, and
98s, the total number of shooters will be reduce by three (3) and on 15 shooters can be listed on the SO
Score-Sheet.  his only one example of how to choose shoot-off fields.

In this example two squads are used, this is the score-sheet of Field 1, Squad 1001
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This is the example of Field 2, Squad 1001

Continuation lines make it easier for referees to break multiple box ties on a single sheet.  This will also
be of importance and covered in more depth in the “Club SO Upload” section help.
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From the ScoreSheet view you can also print copies of the score-sheet for the shoot-offs and posting.

To post SO long-run scores for Field 1, Squad 1001 click on any of the “Post SOLRs” links for that field
and squad.

Enter all three values 1st   and 2nd miss and total broken for all the shooters on the squad and click the
“Submit SO Scores” button.
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Now upon returning to “Club Shoot-Offs – Post 2-20” the FIELD/SQD only the field 2, squad 1001 shoot-
off remains visible.

To post SO long-run scores for Field 2, Squad 1001 click on any of the “Post SOLRs” links for that field
and squad.

Again, enter all three values 1st  and 2nd miss and total broken for all the shooters on the squad and click
the “Submit SO Scores” button.

Now upon returning to “Club Shoot-Offs – Post 2-20” no shoot-offs will be available.  To change a squad
or request another Box or Round for a shooter, click on the “Repost 2-20” link or the link for the current
SO event.

This view defaults to ROUND 1 and will allow you to modify the round one scores or to request another
box for a continuation that may well have already been done on the current score-sheets.

In this example a second box needs to be added for three of the shooters.  Two of the 100s had 24s and
one of the 99s had a 23.
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Each time the “Add Round 2” link for a shooter is clicked the shooter is moved back into the active “Post
2-20” section of the “Club Shoot-Offs”

Once all the “Round 2” shooters have been selected, you can view other rounds by selecting them with
the “Post 2-20” link.
Click on the Assing Field links to re-assign the shoot-offs to a field.  In this particular case the second box
was completed on the  same fields and score-sheet as the first round.
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In this case the assigned fields and squads remain the same, but they could be consolidated on to new
fields which add a new score-sheet to the Club SO Upload.

Again, enter all three values 1st   and 2nd miss and total broken for all the shooters on the second round
and click the “Submit SO Scores” button.

By selecting Round 2 from the dropdown you can view only the Round 2 Scores.

There you can also select “Add Round 3” links if 4th rounds are needed.
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